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Cooling Enhancements in Thin
Films Supported by Flexible
Complex Seals in the Presence
of Ultrafine Suspensions
Flow and heat transfer inside thin films supported by flexible soft seals having voids
stagnant fluid possessing a large coefficient of volumetric thermal expansionbT are
studied in the presence of suspended ultrafine particles. The study is conducted
periodically varying thermal load conditions. The governing continuity, momentum
energy equations are non-dimensionalized and reduced to simpler forms. The deform
of the seal is related to the internal pressure and lower plate’s temperature based o
theory of linear elasticity and a linearized model for thermal expansion. It is found
enhancements in the cooling are achieved by an increase in the volumetric therm
pansion coefficient, thermal load, thermal dispersion effects, softness of the supp
seals and the thermal capacitance of the coolant fluid. Further, thermal dispersion e
are found to increase the stability of the thin film. The noise in the thermal load is fo
to affect the amplitude of the thin film thickness, Nusselt number and the lower
temperature however it has a negligible effect on their mean values.
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1 Introduction
Thin films are widely used in cooling of many heating sourc

such as electronic components. These elements use thin film
their cooling systems as in flat heat pipes~Moon et al. @1#! or
microchannel heat sinks~Fedorov and Viskanta@2#, Zhu and Vafai
@3#!. Many ideas are proposed to enhance the cooling load of
films. For example, Bowers and Mudawar@4# showed that two
phase flow in minichannel is capable of removing maximum h
fluxes generated by electronic packages yet the system may
come unstable near certain operating conditions. Further, the
of porous medium in cooling of electronic devices~Hadim @5#!
was found to enhance heat transfer due to increases in the e
tive surface area. However, the porous medium creates a sub
tial increase in the pressure drop inside the thin film.

Khaled and Vafai@6# showed that cooling effects achieved b
having thin films supported by soft seals are more than when th
seals are stiff. This is due to an increase in the thickness resu
from pressure forces when soft seals are used. Additional coo
can be achieved if the thin film thickness is allowed to increase
an increase in the thermal load which will cause the coolant fl
rate to increase. This task can be reached if the sealing asse
supporting the plates of the thin film is composed of the follo
ing: soft seals and voids of a stagnant fluid having a large valu
the volumetric thermal expansion coefficientbT . This proposed
sealing assembly will be named a ‘‘flexible complex seal’’ a
will be used regularly in the text. It is worth noting that the e
hancement in the cooling when flexible complex seals are use
expected to be apparent at larger thermal loads for stagnant liq
while it is prominent at lower temperatures for stagnant gas
especially ideal gases. This is because the volumetric therma
pansion coefficient increases for liquids and decreases for gas
their temperatures increases.

In the presence of periodic external thermal loads, the thickn
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of a thin film supported by a flexible seal containing voids of
fluid having a largebT value is expected to be periodic. This
because the stagnant fluid expands during maximum thermal
intervals allowing for a relaxation in the thin film thickness whic
causes a flooding of the coolant. On the other hand, the thin
is squeezed during minimum thermal load intervals due to
contraction in the stagnant fluid in the sealing assembly vo
Several authors have considered flow inside squeezed thin fi
like Langlois @7# who performed an analytical study for flow in
side isothermal oscillatory squeezed films having the fluid den
varying with pressure. However, only few of them have analyz
heat transfer inside squeezed thin films such as Hamza@8#, Bhat-
tacharyya et al.@9# and Debbaut@10#. In these works, the squeez
ing was not of an oscillatory type. All of these works considere
predetermined squeezing effect at the plates of the thin film.
cently, Khaled and Vafai@11# considered flow and heat transfe
inside incompressible oscillatory squeezed thin films.

One of the advantages of using flexible complex seals is
the increase in the coolant flow rate because of thermal expan
effects produces an additional cooling in the presence of s
pended ultrafine particles~Li and Xuan@12#!. This is because the
chaotic movement of the ultrafine particles, the thermal disp
sion, increases with the flow where it is modeled in the ene
equation by introducing an effective thermal conductivity of t
coolant ~Xuan and Roetzel@13#!. Further, large fluctuation rate
that can be generated in the flow during severe squeezing co
tions tend to increase the chaotic motions of the particles in
fluid which increases the energy transport in the coolant.

In this work, the enhancement in the cooling process inside
films supported by flexible complex seals in the presence of s
pended ultrafine particles is investigated. The lower plate of
examined thin film is considered to be under a periodically va
ing heat flux. The thin film thickness is related to the thermal lo
and the internal pressure through the volumetric thermal exp
sion coefficient of the stagnant fluid and the theory of linear el
ticity applied to the supporting seals. The governing equations
flow and heat transfer are properly non-dimensionalized and
duced into simpler equations for low Reynolds numbers. The
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sulting equations are then solved numerically to determine
effects of the thermal load, volumetric thermal expansion coe
cient of the stagnant fluid, the softness of the seal, thermal cap
tance of the working fluid and the squeezing number on the
namics and thermal characteristic of the thin films supported
flexible complex thin films.

2 Problem Formulation
Figure 1 shows a thin film having a flexible complex seal. It

composed of the coolant flow, the working fluid, passage and
sealing assembly. This assembly contains closed voids filled
a stagnant fluid having relatively a large coefficient of volumet
thermal expansion. The sealing assembly contains also soft
in order to allow the thin film to expand. A candidate for the s
seal is the closed cell rubber foam@14#. Any excessive heat in-
creases the temperature of the hot plate thus the stagnant
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becomes warmer and expands. The seals are soft enough s
the expansion results in an increase in the separation betwee
lower and the upper plates. Accordingly, the flow resistance of
working fluid passage decreases causing a flooding of the coo
As a result, the excessive heating from the source is removed.
worth noting that the soft seals can be placed between spe
guiders as shown in Fig. 1~b!. As such, side expansion of the sea
can be minimized and the transverse thin film thickness expan
is maximized.

The analysis is concerned with a thin film that has a sm
thicknessh compared to its lengthB and its widthD. Therefore, a
two-dimensional flow is assumed. Thex-axis is taken along the
axial direction of the thin film whiley-axis is taken along its
thickness as shown in Fig. 1~a!. Further, it is assumed in this wor
that the film thickness is independent of the axial coordinate.
example, this occurs in two main cases: symmetric thin films h
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram for a thin film with flexible complex seal and the corresponding coordinate
system: „a… front view, „b… side view, and „c… a three dimensional diagram
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 917
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ing a fluid injected from the center as shown in Fig. 1~c! and in
multiple passages thin films having alternating coolant fl
directions.

The lower plate of the thin film is assumed to be fixed to
heating source while the upper plate is attached to the lower p
by flexible complex seals allowing it to expand. The motion of t
upper plate due to both internal variations in the stagnant fl
temperature and the induced internal pressure pulsations as
sult of oscillating thermal loads is expressed according to the
lowing relation:

H[
h

ho
5~11HT1Hp! (1)

whereh, ho , andH are the thin film thickness, a reference fil
thickness and the dimensionless thin film thickness, respectiv
The variablesHT and Hp are the dimensionless motion of th
upper plate due to the thermal expansion of the stagnant fluid
the dimensionless motion of the upper plate as a result of
deformation of seals due to the average internal pressure o
working fluid, respectively. It is assumed that the fluid is Newto
ian having constant average properties except for the the
conductivity.

The general two-dimensional continuity, momentum and ene
equations for a laminar flow of the working fluid inside the th
film are given as

]u

]x
1

]v
]y

50 (2)

rS ]u

]t
1u

]u

]x
1v

]u

]yD52
]p

]x
1mS ]2u

]x2
1

]2u

]y2D (3)

rS ]v
]t

1u
]v
]x

1v
]v
]y D52

]p

]y
1mS ]2v

]x2
1

]2v

]y2D (4)

rcpS ]T

]t
1u

]T

]x
1v

]T

]y D5
]

]x S k
]T

]x D1
]

]y S k
]T

]y D (5)

whereT, u, v, r, p, m, cp , and k are temperature, dimensiona
axial velocity, dimensional normal velocity, average density, pr
sure, average dynamic viscosity, average specific heat and
thermal conductivity, respectively. The previous fluid propert
are for the pure working fluid in the case where the fluid is fr
from any suspensions. In the presence of suspended ultrafine
ticles, the previous properties will be for an approximated n
continuum fluid composed from the mixture of the pure fluid a
the suspensions~Xuan and Roetzel@13#!. The new properties are
related to the fluid and the particle properties through the volu
fraction of the suspended particles inside the thin film and
thermal dispersion parameter. These relations are found in
literature~e.g., Xuan and Roetzel@13#!.

The following dimensionless variables will be utilized to no
dimensionalize Eqs.~2!–~5!:

X5
x

B
Y5

y

ho
(6a,b)

t5vt (6c)

U5
u

~vB1Vo!
V5

v
hov

(6d,e)

P5
p2pe

mS v1
Vo

B D «22

(6f)

u5
T2T1

~qoho!/ko
(6g)
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where v, T1 , pe , qo , and Vo are the reference frequency o
thermal load, inlet temperature of the fluid, a constant repres
ing the exit pressure, reference heat flux and a constant repre
ing a reference dimensional velocity, respectively. The termko
corresponds to the working fluid thermal conductivity in the a
sence of any suspensions while it is the stagnant thermal con
tivity, free from the dispersion term, for the dilute mixture b
tween the fluid and the ultrafine suspensions. The stagnant the
conductivity has usually an enhanced value when compare
that of the pure fluid for metallic particles~Eastman et al.@15#!.

It is assumed that the upper plate is insulated to simplify
analysis and that the lower plate is subjected to a periodic
varying wall heat fluxqL condition according to the following
relation:

qL5qo~11bq sin~gvt !! (7)

where bq and g are the dimensionless amplitude of the low
plate’s heat flux and a dimensionless frequency, respectively.
variablesX, Y, t, U, V, P, andu are the dimensionless forms ofx,
y, t, u, v, p, and T variables, respectively. The parameter« ap-
pearing in Equation~6f! is the perturbation parameter,«5ho /B.

For the thin film shown in Fig. 1~c!, the displacement of the
upper plate due to internal pressure variations is related to
average dimensionless pressure of the working fluid,PAVG ,
through the theory of linear elasticity by the following relation

Hp5FnPAVG (8)

This is based on the fact that the upper plate is assumed to be
and that the applied force on an elastic material~the soft seal is
assumed to behave as an elastic material! is proportional to the
elongation of this material~Norton @16#!. The parameterFn is
referred to as the fixation parameter and it is a measure of
softness of the seal, soft seals have largeFn values. It is equal to

Fn5
m~Vo1vB!

E«2ds

, (9)

where E and ds are the effective modulus of elasticity for th
complex seal and a characteristic parameter which depends o
seal’s dimensions and the thin film widthD, respectively. The
quantityds is equal to the effective dimension of the seal’s cro
section times the ratio of the total length of the seal divided by
thin film width D. The seal is considered to have isotropic pro
erties. Further, the effective dimension of the seals times t
total length represents the contact area between the seals an
upper or lower plates when the seals have a rectangular c
section as shown in Fig. 1. Other than this, the effective diam
requires a theoretical determination.

In this work, the analysis is performed for relatively small the
mal load frequencies in order to ascertain that squeezing ge
ated flows have relatively small Reynolds numbers. For these
quencies, Eq.~8! is applicable and the inertia effect of the upp
plate is negligible. Moreover, the increase in the thickness du
a pressure increase in the thin film causes a reduction in the s
nant fluid pressure. This action stiffens the sealing assem
Therefore, the parameterE is considered to be the effective modu
lus of elasticity for the sealing assembly not for the seal its
Practically, the void widthG is assumed to be large enough su
that a small increase in the stagnant fluid pressure due to
expansion can support the associated increase in the elastic
on the seal.

The dimensionless displacement of the upper plate due to t
mal expansion is related to the dimensionless average temper
of the lower plate, (uW)AVG , by the following linearized model:

HT5FT~uW!AVG (10)

whereFT is named the dimensionless thermal expansion par
eter. It is equal to
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 2 Effects of the dimensionless thermal expansion parameter FT on „a… dimensionless thin film thickness H, „b… dimension-
less average lower plate temperature „uW…AVG , „c… dH Õd t, and „d… exit Nusselt number Nu L
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whereA* is a constant depending on the voids dimensions
geometry. The parameterbT is the volumetric thermal expansio
coefficient of the stagnant fluid in its approximate form:

bT'~1/Vso!@~Vs2Vs1! /~Ts2T1!#ups1

evaluated at the pressureps1 corresponding to the stagnant flu
pressure at the inlet temperatureT1 . The quantitiesVs1 and Vs
represent the void volumes at normal operating conditions w
the stagnant fluid is atT1 and at the present stagnant fluid tem
peratureTs , respectively. The parameterVso represents the void
volume at the reference condition. The factorCF represents the
volumetric thermal expansion correction factor. This factor is
troduced in order to account for the increase in the stagnant p
Journal of Heat Transfer
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sure due to the increase in the elastic force in the seal during
expansion which tends to decrease the effec-tive volumetric t
mal expansion coefficient. It approaches one as the void widtG
increases and it needs to be determined theoretically.

The parameterFT is enhanced at elevated temperatures for l
uids and at lower temperature for gases becausebT increases for
liquids and decreases for gases as the stagnant temperatu
creases. Dimensionless thermal expansion parameter is als
hanced by a decrease inko , an increase inqo , an increase inFn
or by increases inho . It is worth noting that Eq.~10! is based on
the assumption that the stagnant fluid temperature is similar to
lower plate temperature since entire void surfaces are consid
insulated except that facing the lower plate. Furthermore, the
flux of the heating source is applied on the portion of the low
plate that is facing the working fluid. The other portion whic
faces the seals is taken to be isolated from the heating source
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 919



Fig. 3 Effects of the dimensionless thermal dispersion parameter l on „a… dimensionless average lower plate temperature
„uW…AVG , „b… dimensionless thickness H, „c… temperature Profile, and „d… exit Nusselt number Nu L
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the environment to minimize the variation in the lower plate te
perature along the width direction.

In the presence of suspended ultrafine particles in the work
fluid, the thermal conductivity of the working fluid compose
from the pure fluid and suspensions is expected to vary due to
thermal dispersion~Xuan and Roetzel@13#!. To account for these
variations, the following model which is similar to Xuan an
Roetzel@13# model that linearly relates the effective thermal co
ductivity of the working fluid to the fluid speed is utilized:

k~X,Y,t!5ko~11lAU2~X,Y,t!1L2V2~X,Y,t!!5kof~X,Y,t!
(12)

wherel and L are the dimensionless thermal dispersion coe
cient and the reference squeezing to lateral velocity ratio. They

l5C* ~rcp!ho~Vo1vB! (13a)
920 Õ Vol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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whereC* is the coefficient of the thermal dispersion which d
pends on the diameter of the ultrafine particles, its volume frac
~ratio of the particles volume to the total thin film volume!, and
both fluid and ultrafine particles properties.

It is worth noting that the term ultrafine suspensions indic
that the particle is extremely small compared with the thicknes
the thin film. The coefficientC* is expected to increase by a
increase in the diameter of the particles, their volume fracti
their surface roughness and the working fluid Prandtl number
5(rcpy)/ko . On the other hand, the stagnant thermal conduc
ity ko increases with an increase in both the volume fraction a
the surface area of the particles~Xuan and Roetzel@13#!. In the
Transactions of the ASME
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work of Li and Xuan@12#, they showed experimentally that dilut
mixture of ultrafine suspensions and water produced no signifi
change in the pressure drop compared to pure water which rev
that the viscosity is a weak function of the fluid dispersion fo
dilute mixture.

Generally, flows inside thin films are in laminar regime a
could be creep flows as in lubrication. Therefore, the low R
nolds numbers~the modified lateral Reynolds number RL
5(Voho)«/y and the squeezing Reynolds number ReS5(ho

2v)/y)
flow model is adopted here. This model neglects the transient
convective terms in momentum equations, Eqs.~3! and~4!. These
terms become incomparable to the pressure gradient and diffu
terms for small squeezing frequencies and reference veloc
The application of this model to Eqs.~2!–~4! and the outcome of
the dimensionalization of the energy equation, Eq.~5!, result in
the following reduced non-dimensionalized equations:

U5
1

2

]P

]X
H2S Y

H D S Y

H
21D (14)

V5
dH

dt S 3S Y

H D 2

22S Y

H D 3D (15)

]

]X S H3
]P

]X D5s
]H

]t
(16)

PSS ]u

]t
1

12

s
U

]u

]X
1V

]u

]YD5
]

]Y S f
]u

]YD (17)

Note that Eq.~17! is based on the assumption that the axial co
duction is negligible when compared to the transverse conduc
The parameterss andPS are referred to as the squeezing numb
and the thermal squeezing parameter, respectively. They are
fined as

s5
12

11
Vo

vB

PS5
rcpho

2v

ko
(18)

Both inlet and exit dimensionless pressures are assumed
stant and the following relationship is obtained between the i
dimensionless pressure and the squeezing number based o
assumption that the reference velocityVo represents the averag
velocity in the thin film at zero values ofFT andFn :

P i5122s (19)

Accordingly, the dimensionless pressure gradient, the dimens
less pressure and the average dimensionless pressurePAVG inside
the thin film are related to the squeezing number through
following equations:

]P~X,t!

]X
5

s

H3

dH

dt S X2
1

2D2~122s! (20)

P~X,t!5
s

2H3

dH

dt
~X22X!2~122s!~X21! (21)

PAVG~t!52
s

12H3

dH

dt
1

~122s!

2
(22)

Thermal Boundary Conditions. The dimensionless therma
boundary conditions for the previously defined problem are ta
as follows:

u~X,Y,0!50, u~0,Y,t!50,

]u~X,0,t!

]Y
52~11bq sin~gt!!,

]u~X,H,t!

]Y
50 (23)
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Based on the physical conditions, the Nusselt number is defi
as

NuL~X,t![
hcho

k
5

1

u~X,0,t!2um~X,t!
5

1

uW~X,t!2um~X,t!
(24)

The parameterum is the dimensionless mean bulk temperature
is given as

um~X,t!5
1

Um~X,t!H E
0

H

U~X,Y,t!u~X,Y,t!dY

(25)

Um~X,t!5
1

H E
0

H

U~X,Y,t!dY

whereUm is the dimensionless average velocity at a given sect

3 Numerical Procedure
The procedure for the numerical solution is summarized as

lows:
1! Initially, a value forHT is assumed.
2! At the present time, the dimensionless thickness of the t

film H is determined by solving Eqs.~1!, ~8!, ~9!, and~22!, simul-
taneously, using an explicit formulation. The velocity field,U and
V, is then determined from Eqs.~14!, ~15!, and~20!.

3! At the present time, the reduced energy equation Eq.~17! is
transferred into one with constant boundaries using the follow
transformations:t*5t, j5X andh5Y/H. A tri-diagonal solution
~Blottner @17#! was implemented along with a marching schem
Backward differencing was chosen for the axial convective a
transient terms and central differencing was selected for the
rivatives with respect toh. The values of 0.008, 0.03, 0.001 we
chosen forDj, Dh, andDt* , respectively.

4! HT is updated from Eq.~10! and steps~2!–~4! are repeated
until

U~HT!new2~HT!old

~HT!new
U,1026 (26)

5! The converged solution for the flow and heat transfer ins
the thin film is determined at the present time.

6! Time is advanced byDt* and steps~1!–~5! are repeated.
Numerical investigations were performed using different me

sizes and time steps to assess and ascertain grid and time
independent results. It was found that any reduction in the va
of Dj, Dh andDt* below Dj50.008,Dh50.03, andDt*50.001
results in less than 0.2% error in the results.

Fig. 4 Effects of the dimensionless dispersion parameter l on
the time variation of the dimensionless thin film thickness
dH Õd t
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 921



Fig. 5 Effects of the thermal squeezing parameter PS and the squeezing number s on „a… dimensionless average lower plate
temperature „uW…AVG , „b… dimensionless thin film thickness H, and „c… dH Õd t
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In the results, the maximum value of the parametersPS is cho-
sen to be 1.0. Beyond this value, the error associated with the
Reynolds number model will increase for moderate values of
dimensionless thermal expansion parameter, fixation param
and the Prandtl number. As an example, the order of transient
convective terms in the momentum equations were found to
less 1.0% that of the diffusive terms forPS51.0, Pr56.0, Fn
50.05, FT50.25, bq50.1, ands56.0. The parameters corre
spond, for example, to a thin film filled with water and havin
B5D560 mm, ho50.3 mm, ds50.5 mm, v52.0 s21, Vo

50.12 m/s, andE51.6(105) pa.

4 Results and Discussions
Ideal gases produce a 15% increase in the void volume at r

conditions for a 45°C maximum temperature difference. Furth
Li and Xuan@12# reported a 60% increase in the convective h
922 Õ Vol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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transfer coefficient for a volume fraction of copper ultrafine p
ticles of 2.0%. Accordingly, the parametersFT andl were varied
until comparable changes have been attained in the dimensio
thin film thickness and the Nusselt number.

4.1 Effects of Dimensionless Thermal Expansion Param-
eter. Figure 2~a! illustrates the effects of the dimensionless the
mal expansion parameterFT on the dimensionless thicknessH of
the thin film. The parameterFT can be increased either by a
increase in the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of
stagnant fluid or by an increase in dimensional reference temp
ture (qoho)/ko . Both factors make the flexible complex se
softer thus dimensionless thicknessH is increased asFT increases
as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This allows more coolant to flow causin
reductions in the average dimensionless lower plate’s tempera
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 6 Effects of the fixation parameter Fn and the dimensionless thermal load amplitude bq on „a… dimensionless average lower
plate temperature „uW…AVG , and „b… dimensionless thin film thickness H
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(uW)AVG as clearly seen in Fig. 2~b! which can provide additiona
cooling to any heated surface such as surfaces of electr
components.

Figure 2~b! can be also read as follows: as thermal load
creases, the average lower plate’s temperature increases ho
this increase can be reduced by using a flexible complex seal.
additional cooling is obtained with no need for external contr
ling devices which provides extra safety for an electronic com
nent, as an example for a heated surface, when their thermal l
increase over the projected capacity. The fluctuation rate at
upper plate,udH/dtu, is noticed to increase asFT increases as
shown in Fig. 2~c!. This could be an advantage for the coolin
process especially at high levels of fluctuation rates since it
enhance the thermal dispersion in the coolant when suspe
ultrafine particles are present. The Nusselt number is decreas
FT increases as shown in Fig. 2~d! because it is inversely propor
tional to H. This is the reason for the fact that the percenta
decrease in lower plate temperatures is lower than the percen
increase in the thin film thickness asFT increases.

4.2 Effects of Dimensionless Thermal Dispersion Param-
eter. Figure 3~a! describes the effects of the dimensionless th
mal dispersion parameterl of the coolant fluid on the averag
lower plate’s temperature of the thin film. This parameter can
increased either by increasing the diameter of the ultrafine
ticles or increasing the roughness of these particles while kee
a fixed volume fraction inside the coolant. This insures that th
mal squeezing parameter remains constant. Figure 3~a! physically
shows that the thermal dispersion can provide additional coo
to a heated element, thus it causes an additional reduction in
average dimensionless lower plate temperature (uW)AVG . Part of
this cooling is due to the expansion process since it result
flooding of the working fluid which increases the irregularity a
the random motion of the particles. This causes additional
hancements in the energy exchange rate. Another Part for the
hancement in the cooling is attributed to the fact that the nois
the thermal load, especially those having heterogeneous fluc
tion rates, produces additional squeezing due to the velocities
appear in Eq.~12!.

Due to the reduction in the lower plates temperatures asl in-
creases, the dimensionless thin film thickness decreases asl in-
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creases as depicted in Fig. 3~b!. It is worth noting that additional
enhancements in the thermal dispersion effect are expecte
both the perturbation parameter and the squeezing numbe
crease as suggested by Eqs.~12! and~13!. Both effects result in a
magnification in the fluctuation rates in the flow which caus
additional increases in the cooling process. In our example,
perturbation parameter and the fluctuation rates are small and
effects are not noticeable.

The reduction in thermal resistance across the transverse d
tion whenl increases causes the temperature profiles to be m
flattened asl increases as seen in Fig. 3~c!. Accordingly, the Nus-
selt number increases asl increases as seen in Fig. 3~d!. It can be
seen in Fig. 4 that the fluctuation rate at the upper plate,udH/dtu,
decreases asl increases. As a result, ultrafine particle suspensi
inside thin films supported by flexible complex seals not on
cause enhancements in heat transfer but also make these thin
dynamically more stable. In this example, an increase inl be-
tween zero and unity cause a reduction in the average lower
perature by dimensionless temperature of 0.12 and an increa
the Nusselt number by 50%.

4.3 Effects of Thermal Squeezing Parameter and the
Squeezing Number. Figure 5~a! shows the effects of the ther
mal squeezing parameterPS and the squeezing numbers on the
average dimensionless lower plate temperature (uW)AVG . It is
clearly seen that the lower plate temperature decreases asPS in-
creases and ass decreases. Both effects tend to increase ther
convection which decreases the lower plate temperature. The
crease inPS means an increase in the thermal capacitance of
working fluid and a decrease ins indicates an increase in th
reference velocity. Accordingly, the dimensionless thicknessH de-
creases asPS increases as shown in Fig. 5~b!. In addition, the
pressure force inside the thin film increases ass decreases causin
an increase inHp while HT decreases ass decreases due to th
enhancement in the cooling. As a result, the thin film thicknes
noticed to vary slightly whens decreases as illustrated in Fig
5~b!. As seen in Fig. 5~c!, the fluctuation rate at the upper plate
found to increase ass increases while it decreases asPS in-
creases. Also, the fluctuation rate at the upper plate is show
more pronounced toPS more than tos.
OCTOBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 923
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4.4 Effects of the Fixation Parameter and the Amplitude
of the Thermal Load. Figure 6~a! shows the effects of the fixa
tion parameterFn and the dimensionless amplitude of the therm
load bq on the average dimensionless lower plate tempera
(uW)AVG . Since soft seals possess largeFn values,H increases
and lower plate temperature decreases asFn increases as shown i
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. Further, these figures show that an increase
the amplitude of the heat flux results in an increase in the fluc
tion rate at the upper plate and the lower plate temperature
their mean values are almost unaffected.

4.5 Effects of Dimensionless Thermal Expansion Param-
eter on Average Pressure. Figure 7 shows the effects ofFT on
the average dimensionless pressure inside a thin film supporte
a flexible complex seal. The periodic behavior of the heat fl
results in a periodic variation in the average pressure inside
thin film. The fluctuation in the pressure increases asFT increases
as seen in Fig. 7. Further, it is noticed that the thermal load
ceeding the internal pressure by a phase shift approximately e
to p/~2g!. According to Fig. 7, the induced pressure pulsation c
be used as a measurable quantity in order to read, diagnose o
feedback to control the heating source.

5 Conclusions
Flow and heat transfer inside thin films supported by soft se

separating voids of stagnant fluid having a large value the v
metric thermal expansion coefficient have been analyzed in
work in the presence of suspended ultrafine particles in the c
ant fluid. The thermal load was taken to be periodic. The gove
ing continuity, momentum and energy equations were nondim
sionalized and reduced to proper forms for small Reyno
numbers and negligible axial conduction. The deformation of
seal was related to the internal pressure and lower plate’s temp
ture by theory of elasticity and a linearized model for therm
expansion. The velocity field and the solution of the energy eq
tion were found using an iterative scheme and a marching te
nique in both the axial direction and time domains.

Increases in the coefficient of thermal expansion, dispers
parameter, fixation parameter and thermal squeezing param
were found to cause enhancements in the cooling process.
thermal dispersion parameter was found to increase the stabili
the thin film by decreasing fluctuation rates in the flow. The no
in the thermal load was found to affect the amplitude of the t
film thickness, Nusselt number and the lower plate temperatur
well as their variations rate. However, it has a negligible effect
their mean values. Finally, flexible complex seals are usefu

Fig. 7 Effects of the dimensionless thermal expansion param-
eter FT on the average dimensionless pressure inside the thin
film PAVG
924 Õ Vol. 125, OCTOBER 2003
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enhancing the cooling and can be used for additional purpo
such as for diagnosing functions for heating sources as long
they possess large thermal expansion coefficient.
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Nomenclature

A* 5 a void dimension parameter
B 5 thin film length

CF 5 volumetric thermal expansion correction factor
C* 5 coefficient of thermal dispersion
cp 5 average specific heat of the working fluid or the

dilute mixture
D 5 width of the thin film
ds 5 characteristic parameter of the seal
E 5 effective modulus of elasticity for the sealing as-

sembly
G 5 width of the void

Fn 5 fixation parameter
FT 5 dimensionless thermal expansion parameter

H, h, ho 5 dimensionless, dimensional and reference thin film
thicknesses

hc 5 convective heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity of the working fluid or the

dilute mixture
ko 5 reference thermal conductivity of the fluid

NuL 5 lower plate’s Nusselt number
PS 5 thermal squeezing parameter

p 5 fluid pressure
qo 5 reference heat flux at the lower plate

T, T1 5 temperature in fluid and the inlet temperature
t 5 Time

Vo 5 reference axial velocity
U, u 5 dimensionless and dimensional axial velocities
V, v 5 dimensionless and dimensional normal velocities
X, x 5 dimensionless and dimensional axial coordinates
Y, y 5 dimensionless and dimensional normal coordinate

Greek Symbols

bq 5 dimensionless amplitude of the thermal load
bT 5 coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion of the

stagnant fluid
« 5 perturbation parameter
g 5 dimensionless frequency
m 5 averaged dynamic viscosity of the working fluid or

the dilute mixture
u, um 5 dimensionless temperature and dimensionless me

bulk temperature
uW 5 dimensionless temperature at the lower plate

r 5 averaged density of the working fluid or the dilute
mixture

y 5 averaged kinematic viscosity of the working fluid o
the dilute mixture

t, t* 5 dimensionless time
s 5 squeezing number
v 5 reciprocal of a reference time~reference squeezing

frequency!
h 5 variable transformation for the dimensionless

Y-coordinate
l 5 dimensionless thermal dispersion parameter
P 5 dimensionless pressure

P i 5 dimensionless inlet pressure
L 5 reference lateral to normal velocity ratio
Transactions of the ASME
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